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1. AT TIME OF LAST REPORT (NYOR 7601) ON STATUS AND PLANS OF ALPHA 66, SOURCE REPORTED FACTS IN GOOD FAITH AS RELATED TO HIM BY HIS CONTACTS IN THEIR NEW YORK HEADQUARTERS. ON THANKSGIVING DAY, FOLLOWING HIS LAST REPORT (NYOR 7601) HE WAS INFORMED OF A SPLIT IN THE GROUP, BASED PRIMARILY ON REVOLT OVER INCLUSION OF MAN NAMED MENOYO, WHO WAS BROUGHT IN BY VENCIANA OF THE SAN JUAN LEADERSHIP GROUP, WHO "OWN" THE CORPORATE NAME OF ALPHA 66, AND ITS RELATED MONEY AND EQUIPMENT.

2. MENOYO IS CONSIDERED BY THE BREAK-AWAY GROUP TO BE AN OPPORTUNIST AS WELL AS SUSPECT OF "FINKING" TIMES. THIS LATTER FACTION, LED BY SANCHEZ ARANGO, HAS BROKEN AWAY PENDING RESOLUTION OF DIFFERENCES. OUR SOURCE, ROBERT FRATCHET, SAYS THIS WILL BE RESOLVED BY 28 NOVEMBER, AND HE WILL REPORT RESULTS TO US AT THAT TIME.

3. MEANWHILE, THE HOLDING FORCE OF ALPHA 66, UNDER VENCIANA, CLAIMS ENOUGH MONEY LEFT FOR AT LEAST ONE MORE STRIKE, AND PEOPLE TO CARRY IT OUT.
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